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ISOLATED LETTERS

DARRYL FRANCIS
Hounslow, Middlesex, England
Here is a list of 26 dictionary terms, each of which begins with a
different letter of the alphabet, that letter standing by itself as part
of the term:
A
B
C
D
E
F

sharp
battery
spring
day
region
center
G salt

H girder
I iron
J bolt
K star
L level
M radiation
N balance

o

V neck
antigen
W chromosome
P t.rap
Q fever
Xray
R month
Y box
S brake
Z bar
T connection
U rail

This list was fairly easy to compile. Obviously, to find a te rm
beginning with the letter A, one has to search the A section of a dic
tionary. Oace such a term has been located -- usually, fairly quick
ly -- one can then progress to the B section in search of a term be
ginning wit h that letter. Proceeding through the alphabet in this or
derly manner, by the time one reache s Z a list of 26 terms will have
been obtained. No sweat!
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But ..• suppo se we want to compile a list of 26 dictionary terms,
each ending with a different letter of the alphabet, that letter standing
by itself as part of the term. The compilation of this list does not
proceed in anything like quite so orderly a manner as the compilation
of the first list did. We have absolutely no idea whereabouts in the
dictionary a term ending with a particular letter will be located. Ob
viously, there is no reason for a term ending in A, for example, to
be listed in any particular section of the dictionary. Terms ending
with an A could begin with any letter and thus could be in any part of
the dictionary. Accordingly, the compilation of this list of 26 terms
neces sitate s a much more extended search than our previous list did.
After a not inconsiderable amount of work, we have managed to
find examples for all 26 of the letters. The resultant list is, we
feel, dese rving of publication:
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A
B
C
D
E
F

G
H
I

Fast green
vitamin
vitamin
vitamin
buna
saffranine
vitamin
John
Double Ponceau

J
K
L
M
N
0
P

Q.

Wool Green
dichloramine
perlon
Roman
galloflavin
Virus
Eosine
uranium

S
T
U

V
W
X
Y
Z

R

In the main, the terms in this list and the previous one were ex
tracted from the Second and Third Editions of Webster I s New Inter
national Dictionary. Two of the terms were taken from other diction
aries, though. "FAST GREEN J the name of a dye, was taken from
The Century Dictionary Sup}?lement (New York, 1909) , which was
published as part of The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia. And
GALLOFLA VIN W, al so the name of a dye. was taken hom the
First Edition of Webster IS New International Dictionary. Webster 's
Second Edition lists this term with parentheses around the W -
GALLO FLAVIN ( W). However, we prefer the form given in the
First Edition. The term JOHN Q. , which is in Webster \ s Third
Edition, includes a period. This we find esthetically displeasing.
Can anyone find a dictionary entry using a terminal Q which is free
of punctuation? Oi'le other term in our list merits some sort of at
tention - - PERLON U. This is in some printings of Webster 1 s
Third, though not all. In fact, our copy of the dictionary only shows
PERLON with no mention whatsoever being made of PERLON U. We
learned of the existence of P ERLON U from Ralph Beaman of Booth
wyn, Pennsylvania.
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Having presented the reader with two lists of terms, each letter
standing by itself and beginning a term in one list and ending one in
the other, we suggest the reader may care to compile a list of terms
where each of the letters stands by itself in the middle of some term.
Her e ar e a few example s to start the reader off:
spor adic
John
"Fast Scarlet
split
potato

E layer
Q. Public
R base
T formation
X virus

